  

  

  

  

GOING  THROUGH  THE  MOTIONS  

I

Kiel Brennan-Marquez†

T WAS SOME YEARS AGO,

before the norms of legal scholarship
had fully sunk in. I’d submitted a student note to the Yale Law
Journal – my first paper – and was excited about the prospect of
getting published.
It was disappointing, therefore, to receive an email a few weeks
later from the Executive Editor, explaining that the Notes Committee was kindly taking a pass. The email went on, however, to assure
me that most notes require 2-3 rounds of back-and-forth before getting accepted. So I shouldn’t despair prematurely: I was welcome to
resubmit the piece later on. To this end, the email also included an
edit letter outlining the committee’s feedback. (See pages 382-384
below.)
As I finished reading the letter, my brow furrowed in confusion.
“Too much zombie and not enough law”? I knew, of course, what
the committee had in mind; the note overflowed with “zombie.” But
that was the point. The conceit of the piece was that zombies, as a
trope, can be taken to express our collective anxiety about jurisprudence becoming so mindless and formalistic that it loses touch with
humanity; our suspicion that it’s possible for law to go – zombically –
through the motions of justice, all the while making no contact with
deeper normative commitments. To bring this point home, the
committee was right: a “difficult balance” did need striking. But apparently I’d struck it wrong.
†
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Making matters worse, I’d also neglected to engage “sufficiently”
with “the existing literature [on] the significance of undead creatures,” not to mention with the relationship between “legal undeath”
and judicial minimalism.1 Taking little comfort in the committee’s
assurance that my note was “creative,” much less in its boilerplate
“enjoy[ment]” of the review process, the core diagnosis was simply
withering. I’d failed to “leverage[] the comparison [between zombies
and judges] to say something about judges, as judges.” The italics reverberated disapproval. The only thing missing was the word “qua.”

A

!"

s I look back on the letter today, the striking thing isn’t so much
its content as its form. Was the Yale Law Journal ever going to
consider – I mean, really consider – publishing a first-year student
note entitled “Night of the Living-Dead Constitution: Of Zombies,
Vampires, and Jurisprudence,” dedicated to expounding on “zombic
textual formalism”? No, of course not. At the end of the letter, per
convention, the committee relayed its vote as to the likelihood of
acceptance down the line. Although no committee member thought
it “likely” that he or she would vote for a revised version, one member thought it “possible.” Five members thought it “unlikely.” And
two confessed that they could “[n]ever foresee voting yes.” Bless
these last two! For they, alone, refused to indulge the charade.
None of this is to say that the Journal erred on the merits. On the
contrary, I think the committee was right to reject my submission.
The risk of fatuousness was too high. The editors simply had no way
of telling that I was engaged in a genuine scholarly pursuit, not perpetrating an act of intellectual vandalism.2 Perhaps if the equivalent
1

Though isn’t it obvious?

2

To be clear, I was engaged in a genuine scholarly pursuit. A large portion of my undergraduate senior thesis – completed 9 months before I began writing “Night of the Living Dead
Constitution” – was dedicated to a cultural analysis of zombie films. And before I repurposed the piece as a student note, it was a course paper, which my professor quite liked.
On its strength, he hired me as a research assistant and became my intellectual mentor.
And zombies even found their way into some of his work. See PAUL W. KAHN, FINDING
OURSELVES AT THE MOVIES 172-76 (2013). Of course, the Notes Committee, in a tragic
bout of information asymmetry, had no way of knowing these things.
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piece were submitted by a full professor with unassailable credentials
and a reputation for serious work at the intersection of law and
popular culture; perhaps then, and only then – and only if the editorial board of the Yale Law Journal was feeling particularly affable –
might something like “Night of the Living-Dead Constitution” see the
light of day. In the form the committee encountered it, however, I
fear the piece was doomed from the start.
But then the question is: why bother with the letter? Why pretend that “revision and resubmission” was something the editors
sought to encourage, much less an enterprise that could conceivably
bear fruit? The more honest course, surely, would have been to reject the note out of hand, to send me a gentle but forthright email,
explaining that analogizing judges to zombies, while a creative spin
on constitutional theory, isn’t the sort of thing that law journals realistically look to publish. In fact, as a first-year student – testing the
waters of legal scholarship, and plainly mistaken about its currents –
that might have been a helpful thing to know.
Yet I suspect that the chances of my receiving a candid, not-asnowball’s-chance-in-hell letter from the committee were basically
the same as that of the note getting accepted in the first place. There
are two reasons this might be. The first possibility is that the committee saw itself as a kind of confederate – a partner in (what it took
to be) good-humored frivolity, trucking a sense of humor drier than
old-world Chardonnay. If this was the committee’s impression, it
would have been difficult, indeed, to draft an earnest letter explaining how wildly I’d misconstrued the enterprise. That would have
spoilt the fun.
The second possibility – the more likely one I suspect, but who’s
really to say – is that the committee members, like so many generations of lawyers and law students before them, succumbed to the
allure of rules. They were anxious about drawing exceptions; so
they did not. In accordance with Journal policy,3 they composed an
3

See Memorandum from Yale Law Journal Volume 124 Notes Committee to All J.D.
Candidates at Yale Law Sch. 3 (February 14th, 2014) (“Students whose work is not
accepted will receive an email message indicating the decision. This will be followed by a Revise & Resubmit letter (R&R) providing feedback and evaluation.”),
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edit letter predicated on the wishful fiction that if I’d only shorn up
the literature review, and traced the contours of “legal undeath” a
little more exactingly – and whatever else have you – my note
might have leapt, suddenly, into publishable form.
How to describe the results? The letter certainly goes through the
relevant motions. It takes care to employ customary section headings
(“Original Contribution”; “Engagement with Existing Scholarship”;
etc.), and to rehearse familiar jargon. But the motions, having lost
touch with their underlying purpose, strike an oddly lifeless chord.
The letter’s cadence is not unlike that of a zombie’s footsteps: fastidious and unceasing, but also somehow ruined – the empty form of
motion that signifies little more than a bare impetus to keep going.
For many of us, this motion is what we’ve come to expect of law,
in all of its sublime formality. For others of us, it’s the stuff, precisely, of nightmares.

available at www.yalelawjournal.org/images/documents/124_notes_submissions
_guidelines-1.pdf. A friend of mine – donning his zombic-formalist cap – pointed
out that I’m citing to a 2014 memorandum as evidence of a policy that was in
effect in 2009. Is this an issue? I’m not sure. I am sure that the policy was in effect
in 2009. But the equivalent memorandum from that year has vanished from the
digital ether.
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